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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Preface
This sociolinguistic survey was carried out in Nigeria from February 1 to 15, 1992 by the

U.M.C.A.1—sponsored by linguists Stephen and Sonia Dettweiler and their Hausa interpreter
Mr. Isaiah Sambo. In addition the late Mr. Clark Regnier, also a U.M.C.A. linguist, worked with
the aforementioned individuals on a preliminary survey of five of the languages indigenous to
the Rafi Local Government Authority (L.G.A.) area2 from August 29 to September 10, 1991.
The only day of field work specific to the Pongu language in the preliminary survey was
September 9.

1.2 Purpose
The purpose of this survey was to gain an overview of the sociolinguistic situation in order

to tentatively evaluate the need for standardization3 of the Pongu language. In addition, the
survey was designed to assess the dialect situation among the Pongu, about which little was
previously known. This initial assessment should aid in determining an appropriate standard
reference dialect (i.e., the dialect to develop into a written form), if standardization is deemed
advisable.

1.3 Background
Linguistic and anthropological research on the Pongu language and people has not been

extensive. Temple (1922, cited in Wente-Lukas 1985:301) describes them as a clan of the Baushi
people, speaking a dialect of Baushi. Gunn and Conant (1960, cited in Wente-Lukas 1985:301)
mention Pongu as “a subdivision of the Kamuku group, but diverging from them like the
Baushi”. Westermann and Bryan (1952, cited in Rowlands 1962:80) list Pongu along with
Bassa-Kaduna, Gurmana, and Bauci as related dialects under the heading of Kamuku, though not
as part of Kamuku proper. E. C. Rowlands (1962:81) presents a thirty-item word list for Pongu
in a comparative table with the same linguistic relatives. Later a list of one hundred words was
collected by P. M. Dancy (1972).

Most recently Blench (1988) has gathered a substantial new body of data on languages of the
Basa-Kamuku group, which he further subdivides as Basa cluster, Kamuku cluster, and Ri
cluster. The Ri cluster consists of Pongu (its largest member), Gurmana, Ura, and Baushi. Figure
1 shows Blench’s version of the internal structure of the Basa-Kamuku group, based on
isoglosses. Blench says that the Pongu culture and language have remained exceptionally strong,
despite the Pongu people being widespread and living in small isolated villages. He claims that
this strength results from their complex system of sister-exchange that makes it difficult for
outsiders to marry into their community.

                                                
1United Missionary Church of Africa
2These languages are Kamuku, Baushi, Ura, Ngwoi, and Pongu.
3Standardization refers to development of a written form and literature for a language. Linguist William Stewart
(1968:534) defines standardization as “the codification and acceptance, within the community of users, of a formal
set of norms defining ‘correct’ usage”.
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Following Gerhardt (1989), the Pongu language is classified as Niger-Congo, Benue-Congo,
Western Kainji, Kamuku, Ri. Figure 2 shows this classification in tree diagram form.4 Alternate
names for the language are: Pongo, Pangu (Hausa spelling), Arringeu, and Tara [t r] (autonym -
Blench 1988). The name Ri used by Gerhardt (1989) is the root of the ethnonyms which the
Pongu use for themselves as given in Blench (1988):

[bw i] - one person; [a i] - the people; [t] - the language.

The Pongu people live for the most part in Gumna District and Tegina District (both districts
of Rafi L.G.A.). Their traditional centre was the old town of Pangu (in Gumna District). But the
search for water and for farmland has caused them to spread out as far as Kusheriki in the north,
Zungeru in the south, and along the new road to the southwest. Their centre is still called Pangu,
but the new town (Sabon Gari Pangu) is some six kilometres closer to the Tegina-Minna
highway than the old town (Tsohon Gari Pangu). Their geographic neighbours are: to the north
and west, the Kamuku, Ngwoi, Ura, and Basa-Gumna;5 to the south and east, the Baushi, Basa-
Gurmana,6 Gurmana, and Gbari. They often mingle with these neighbouring peoples in their
daily lives, but intermarriage with them appears not to be common. Small numbers of the Pongu
live in urban centres such as Kaduna, Minna, Kontagora, and Bida. Most of these will return to
their home territory for rainy season farming. A population figure of 3,675 in 1949 is cited in the
Index of Nigerian Languages (Hansford et al. 1976:146). More recently Blench (1988) estimates
the total population of the Pongu to be at least twenty thousand.

The Pongu live in savannah grasslands cut by intermittent streams and rivers. The land is
between two hundred and five hundred meters in altitude. The rainy season extends from May to
October and the dry season from November to April. The people rely on agriculture for
subsistence and for money to purchase goods and some foodstuffs.

Figure 1. Internal Structure of the Basa-Kamuku Group (based on Blench 1988).

 BASA-KAMUKU GROUP

KAMUKU CLUSTER
 BASA   RI CLUSTER
 (CLUSTER)

NGWOI KAMUKU
 GURMANA  BAUSHI FUNGWA   RI

       (URA) (PONGU)

                                                
 4There are some discrepancies between Blench’s classification and Gerhardt’s.
5Also known as Basa-Kaduna (B. F. Grimes, 1988:271).
6The Basa-Gurmana call themselves Koromba (Blench 1988).
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Figure 2. Tree Diagram of Pongu Language Classification
            (based on Gerhardt 1989).

BENUE-CONGO

OKO DEFOID EDOID NUPOID  IDOMOID  IGBOID  CROSS  KAINJI  PLATOID  BANTOID
                                 RIVER

  WESTERN   EASTERN
  KAINJI   KAINJI

KAINJI RESHE KAMBARI BASA   KAMUKU GROUP 6    GROUP 7
LAKE   GROUP     GROUP
GROUP

BAUSHI GURMANA

CINDA-REGI CEP-BOROMA HUNGWOR   SHAMA CANJA- FUNGWA       RI
    (UCINDA) (ACIPA)   (NGWOI) SUNDURA        (URA) (PONGU)

1.4 Map of Area Surveyed
In order to prepare a map of the Pongu homeland, we recorded odometer readings on our

LandRover each time we travelled out to a new location from our home base at Tegina. We did
not use a compass, so the turnings of the roads are not accurately drawn. Figure 3 is intended as
an aid to better understanding place references made in this report.
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Figure 3. Map of the Pongu Homeland.
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2 PROCEDURES

2.1 Objectives
The survey objectives correspond to our purpose of making an initial assessment of both the

sociolinguistic situation and the dialect picture. Methods not used but reserved for level two
survey, in the interest of time, include recorded text testing, bilingualism proficiency testing, and
grammar comparisons (Bergman 1991:5).

The sociolinguistic situation was assessed mainly using interviews and observation. One
objective was to investigate the sociolinguistic situation both past and present. We interviewed a
number of Pongu leaders, asking them questions about education, religious practices, the
people’s history, their present organizational structure, and their concerns about development.
These topics were also pursued with a few non-Pongu leaders who because of their work know
the Pongu well. A second objective was to make an initial assessment of the Pongu community’s
language use and language attitudes, particularly with reference to their mother tongue and
Hausa.

The dialect picture was assessed with interviews focussed on questions about the Pongu
language and with the collection and verification of word lists.

Our first procedure or method used in this assessment was to question several Pongu people
in detail about what dialectal differences they perceive within their group and about what other
groups have languages similar to theirs. To do this, we used an interview schedule (see appendix
A). With this background, our second procedure was to collect word lists from several different
Pongu villages and then to subject these word lists to a process of verification (in order to lessen
the chance of confusing elicitation errors with dialect differences). One hypothesis of Blench’s
paper (1988) is that the Pongu clans are actually dialect groups, using a “general Pongu” dialect
for interclan communication. The data we collected was useful in testing this hypothesis.

2.2 Tools and Their Use

2.2.1 Interviews and Observations
In the course of the survey we interviewed eleven individuals on topics pertaining to the

sociolinguistic situation. Eight were members of the Pongu people; these included a local
government worker, a nurse, a headmaster, a principal, a pastor, a Baptist Church member
(occupation unspecified), a village headman, and the Pongu chief. Of the non-Pongu
interviewees, two were Kamuku pastors and one an expatriate missionary. We did not ask
everyone the same set of questions but concentrated on different areas with the appropriate
individuals (e.g., asking the headmaster questions on education). Nevertheless, there was some
overlapping of questions for the purpose of cross-checking answers. While one member of the
survey team conducted the interview, the other took notes. In the case of education, we also
collected some statistics on Pongu involvement in the educational system by speaking with a
Local Government Education Authority (L.G.E.A.) official and with various principals and
headmasters in the area’s schools.
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We took note of the language being used in various situations and conversations, particularly
during visits to villages which were homogeneously Pongu. The languages in focus were Pongu,
Hausa (the language of wider communication), and to some extent English (the official language
and language of education). Observers’ paradox must be acknowledged, since the presence of
the survey team probably skewed conversations to contain more Hausa and English. We were
also interested in observing how easily our Hausa interpreter was understood during the
collection of word lists.

2.2.2 Interview Schedule
The interview schedule on grouping (see appendix A) was designed to obtain information as

a basis for grouping Pongu towns and villages around several reference points. We used it to
give structure and direction to interviews with three Pongu men but did not use the complete set
of questions in any one interview. The first man we interviewed works in a division of the local
government. He was interviewed in English. He verified a number of his answers, particularly
concerning the Pongu clan structure, with an older Pongu man who also works for the local
government. The second man we interviewed is an adult education teacher in a village near
Tegina where both Pongu and Kamuku people live (Rafin Doko). He was interviewed in Hausa.
The third man is the head of a large Pongu village near Kagara (Lugga). He was interviewed
using Pongu and Hausa, since we had a Pongu man with us who was able to interpret his
answers into English.

2.2.3 Collection and Review of Word Lists
Word lists were collected in three Pongu villages: Nandibo, Gidan Saye, and Adidi. The 170-

item S.I.L.7 Preliminary Standard Word List for Africa (Bergman 1990:3–5) was used as the
core list, with up to 57 additional items added from various semantic domains. Although all
three lists contained the 170-item core, a smaller set of additional items was elicited in Nandibo
than the set added in Gidan Saye and Adidi. Elicitation was through Hausa, which is the
language of wider communication in northwest Nigeria. In each elicitation session the linguist
stated the English word, the translator gave the Hausa equivalent, and the Pongu speaker said the
Pongu word two times (with further repetition sometimes requested by the linguist). Only the
Hausa and Pongu words were recorded on the cassette tape, but the paper version of the word list
shows English as well. Table 1 gives standard background data for the three word lists.

                                                
 7SIL International
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Table 1 - Background Data for Pongu Word Lists

 Word
list Code

Date
Collected

Place
Collected

Linguist’s Name Translator’s Name Language
Speaker

Relia-
bility
Code

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-
Pongu -N 9 Sept.,

1991
Nandibo
village

Clark Regnier Umar Abubakar Village head
(Clan:
Ca-gere)

D

 Pongu -S 7 Feb.,
1992

Gidan
Saye
village

 Steve Dettweiler Ishaya Sambo Ibrahim Saje
(Clan:
Ca-su)

D

 Pongu -A 11 Feb.,
1992

Adidi
village

Sonia Dettweiler Ishaya Sambo Sa’adu
Alhaji Idi
(Clan:
A-zhiga)

D

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-

After having collected the word lists, we compared them and listed all discrepancies. We
considered a discrepancy to have occurred when two forms did not have a high degree of surface
similarity. We discussed the discrepancies’ list with two independent groups: the first half of the
list was discussed with the village head and others in the village of Lugga, and the second half
was discussed with the Pongu chief and his council in the town of Sabon Gari Pangu. For each
item we sought first to elicit the Pongu word that they would naturally use, and then to question
the group about the meaning of apparently conflicting forms that we had previously elicited. We
did not find any case in which the discrepancy was clearly due to dialect differences.

2.3 Evaluation of Procedures
We feel that overall the procedures effectively carried out the stated objectives. There are

two ways in which we would alter the procedures if conducting this type of survey again.

1 Collecting one or two more word lists from points on the periphery of the language
homeland would considerably aid our understanding of the dialect situation. In this
survey, the points where two of the word lists were taken (Gidan Saye and Adidi) are not
too far apart geographically. The word lists do represent two different clans and so are
useful for testing Blench’s hypothesis. However, taking two points further apart from
each other would help in determining whether differing forms of Pongu speech are
present when people live further apart.

2 It would be useful to discuss the discrepancies’ list with people from the same clans as those
giving the word lists. We could then speak with more confidence about most
discrepancies being due to elicitation error.
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3 RESULTS

3.1 Sociolinguistic Situation

3.1.1 Oral History of the Pongu People
The following paragraphs are extracted from what the chief of the Pongu recounted to us

concerning his people’s history:

“Our forefathers come from Mangu area of Plateau State. This is how we obtained the name
Pongu. One man came to this area from Mangu for hunting, then decided to settle here. This
man had two sons and two daughters, who married each other since there was no one else
around. Our seven clans were formed by this kind of marriage, then we stopped this practice.
Now we exchange with someone else for marriage”.

“Once the seven clans were established, the Ca-gere clan was chosen to provide the chief for
the whole people. A title was also given to the leader of each of the other six clans, and these
six leaders were the chief’s council. Some clans have alternate names or subdivisions named
after the kind of place they inhabited or the leader of the subdivision. Since we are farmers,
our people prefer to live in villages, not cities or towns. We sometimes move to a place
which has a better water supply or land, and this is why we are quite widely scattered now”.

“During the Nwagamasi war,8 the Pongu as well as the Gwari were not conquered because
they did not associate with other tribes. During that time, our towns and villages were
walled, and no other tribe was allowed to enter. The Awaga people moved close to our
people for defence during this war. But even before the war their language was the same as
ours, with just the pronunciation slightly different”.

“When the Europeans came, our tradition of not associating with other tribes changed. The
Europeans succeeded in attracting our people. They told us there was no more war. Bori, the
Pongu man who was town crier, proclaimed that everyone should bring their weapons to the
chief. The chief took our bows and arrows, knives, axes, and spears to the Europeans. They
poured kerosene on the pile of weapons and burned them. Then they carried out the metal
and informed the government that the war was over”.

According to Roger Blench (personal communication), the Pongu had and continue to have a
reputation for being fierce fighters. Outsiders are afraid to enter their walled villages and to
come against the powers of witchcraft that the traditional Pongu wield.

3.1.2 Education
In our interviews with headmasters, principals, and other Pongu leaders we gathered a

number of facts and impressions about Pongu involvement in the educational system. We
learned that government-sponsored adult education is available in some villages, and
interviewed a Pongu man who teaches in this program. We also heard of a church-sponsored

                                                
8This was one of a series of wars (called jihads) instigated by Fulani Muslims attacking from the north.
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adult education program in one village. The chief of Sabon Gari Pangu said that not many Pongu
adults are able to read and write.

It seems clear that few Pongu adults have completed secondary level education. We inquired
about student enrollment at all the area’s secondary schools and discovered that sixty-six out of a
total of 1,500 secondary school students are Pongu. When we checked enrollment figures at five
area primary schools we discovered that 185 out of 1,860 primary school students are Pongu.
This is nearly ten percent, compared to the 4.4 percent of junior and senior secondary school
students who are Pongu. These figures provide some statistical verification for the impression
that not many Pongu children even today are continuing their education past primary school.9

Three schools we visited had significant numbers of Pongu children: all thirty-five students
at Sabon Gari Pangu Primary School are Pongu; forty out of one hundred students at Yakila
Primary School and twenty out of one hundred students at Yakila Junior Secondary School are
Pongu. It seems likely that less accessible schools are more ethnically homogeneous than those
on tarred roads. The only such school included in our survey was that of Sabon Gari Pangu; we
were informed that the primary schools at Jiwawa, Wayam, Madaka, and Supana (also on
untarred roads) had significant numbers of Pongu students. One Pongu village with an estimated
population of 1,500 has been waiting for some years to obtain a primary school; currently
children from this village need to board in the nearest town (eight km away) in order to attend
school.

Instruction in the area’s schools is in English and Hausa; Hausa is more frequently used with
younger children. School books are available in both English and Hausa, but the Pongu language
has no written literature.

3.1.3 Religion
The majority of the Pongu claim Islam as their religion. The central town, Sabon Gari Pangu,

has a mosque and a resident Muslim scholar (malam) who is an indigene of the town. When
present in town, we noted that most of the male inhabitants of the town, including the chief,
attended Friday afternoon prayers. Pongu villages we visited all had places for prayer, with
many villagers using them at the appointed times.

A significant minority of the people, mostly older ones, are committed to practicing the
traditional local religion, known as “Mai-Giro”. All those who continue as inhabitants of the old
town of Pangu are observing this religion. There are four annual festivals associated with the
religion, but we were told that they are no longer attended by very many people “because of
religion”.

A small minority of the people, estimated at around five hundred (two percent of the total
population), claim Christianity as their religion.

                                                
 9This interpretation of the statistics could be called into question if a number of Pongu children were attending
secondary schools outside the area; there is no evidence that this is so.
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3.1.4 Development
The main development concerns of the Pongu language community appear to be the

construction of better roads and the improvement of the water supply in quality and quantity.
Several years ago the Pongu people formed the Jayawa Community Development (J.C.D.)
Association. The association’s first project was to improve and grade the dirt road from the
Tegina-Minna highway to their central town, Sabon Gari Pangu. Their intention after the
improvement of the road was to have a bore-hole well drilled at Pangu, which suffers from water
shortages in the dry season. The association’s activities were suspended for some time by the
local government, but we were recently informed that the road improvement project was in
progress. Other development concerns that Pongu leaders mentioned to us are education (both
primary and adult) and health care.

3.1.5 Organizational Structure
The Pongu have one chief, who resides in the town of Sabon Gari Pangu. Even those Pongu

living quite far from this central town recognize the authority of the chief as the leader of all the
Pongu. The chief has a council of six elders (one for each of the seven clans, excluding the
chief’s clan). An annual general meeting open to all the Pongu was started in 1957. The 1991
meeting was attended by more than two hundred people. Generally the Pongu appear to be
highly cohesive politically.

The current chief is middle-aged, not elderly. Lack of middle-aged leaders at the local level
does not appear to be a problem for the Pongu. Each Pongu village or compound has a
recognized head (usually the head of a single extended family). The Pongu chief is under the
Local Government Authority and also under the Gumna District head at Yakila.

It appears that the clans, though they each once occupied specific zones in and around the
old town of Pangu, are now intermingled geographically. Nevertheless, whenever we asked
anyone what the name of their clan was, they were able to tell us.

3.1.6 Language Use
Hausa is the language of wider communication throughout the area inhabited by the Pongu

people, so it is a common second language among the Pongu. Some among the Pongu leaders we
interviewed also know English, having been educated in that language. We did not meet anyone
who is ethnically Pongu but does not use Pongu as his mother tongue.10 The general pattern of
language use we observed is Pongu among themselves and Hausa with outsiders.

Younger men are able to converse in Pongu along with older men. In one village our guide
initiated a conversation with his uncle in Pongu. In another village, we requested that the
Women’s Fellowship of a small church sing for us in Pongu and they sang two choruses with
enthusiasm. They also sang one chorus in Hausa. In two places we met with groups of Pongu
men; in both cases we had with us a guide who spoke Pongu, Hausa, and English and also our
interpreter who spoke Hausa and English but no Pongu. The groups preferred in both places to
converse in Pongu (not Hausa) and have their words translated directly into English for our

                                                
 10One young man, a local government worker who acted as our guide for two days, did not actively speak the Pongu
language, but only one of his parents was Pongu.
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benefit. Radio Niger has a “request” program in the Pongu language three times a week for an
hour and a half.

Bilingualism in Hausa appears to be fairly widespread. Certainly all the leaders we
interviewed were quite able to converse in Hausa with our interpreter. The chief and his council
frequently interact with non-Pongu leaders, such as the district head, so it appears that ability in
Hausa should be one of the characteristics of these leaders. Going to market is a regular part of
life for most people, and Hausa (at least at the market level) is needed for this.11 There is some
evidence that proficiency in Hausa is less common among older people. When we collected a
word list from the head of the village of Nandibo, an elderly man, his sons needed to explain
some of the Hausa words in Pongu for him.

3.1.7 Language Attitudes
The Pongu are more open to the outside world than they once were. Ability to use Hausa for

interaction with outsiders is seen as a good thing, and even expected of the Pongu leaders. It
does not seem that education (particularly at secondary and tertiary levels) is highly valued and
sought after. On the other hand, those few who manage to obtain higher levels of education are
not cut off from their people and frequently become Pongu community leaders. The Pongu
display a strong interest in maintaining their own language and culture. Several educated leaders
we interviewed saw the value of being able to read and write in their mother tongue. The
existence of a student chapter of the J.C.D. Association at one of Kagara’s secondary schools
(A.A.S.S.) indicates that the Pongu young people have a sense of cultural solidarity. The Pongu
principal of the same school knew that there were exactly thirty-six Pongu students at the school,
showing a strong sense of ethnic awareness.

3.2 Dialect Situation
Blench’s hypothesis that Pongu clans are actually dialect groups was investigated both

through grouping interviews (gathering self-reported data on speech differences among the
clans) and through word list collection and analysis (gathering objective evidence of dialectal
differences).

3.2.1 Grouping Interviews
The grouping interviews served the purpose of collecting and verifying the list of Pongu clan

names and clan leaders’ titles, shown in table 2.12 The spelling of clan names accords with that
given by an interviewee who is literate in Hausa and English. Two clan names, A-wusi and A-
waga, are not in the list of Pongu clans shown in Gerhardt (1989:363) and the spelling of one
name has been changed from Ca-nsu to Ca-su. According to our information, two names in
Gerhardt’s list, A-kwa and Ca-majere, are alternate names for A-wusi and Ca-gere
respectively.

                                                
11The market in the new town of Pangu is quite small. Many Pongu people travel to Yakila, Tegina, or Kagara for
the weekly market.
12In the Pongu language, the word for “clan” is bi-korogo.
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The Pongu we spoke to all recognize the existence of these clans and know at least the name
of their own clan. Yet none of them perceive dialect differences among the clans. The only clan
which is acknowledged to have a different form of speech is the A-waga clan, whose dialect is
called Tuwaga. Tuwaga is perceived as being noticeably different in pronunciation, but still
understandable to all the Pongu. All other Pongu are believed to speak the same.

However, two observations made during the elicitation of word lists seem inconsistent with
this self-perception. First, when we were eliciting the word list at Gidan Saye (Pongu-S), there
was dissension from bystanders on some items over the lexical choice made by the language
speaker, Mr. Saje. Sometimes he would alter his choice, but other times he would remain
adamant concerning the word he had chosen. The second observation is a complaint from our
Pongu guide, Mr. Abubakar, after we elicited the word list at Adidi. He claimed that the speaker,
Mr. Idi, had mispronounced some words. Our guide was from a village close to Adidi, but he
was a member of the A-wusi clan whereas Mr. Idi was from the A-zhiga clan. In Gidan Saye, the
bystanders and Mr. Saje were all from the same clan (Ca-su), but Mr. Saje had lived the first half
of his life in Madaka, a town some distance away from Gidan Saye. These two observations
indicate the possibility of some dialectal differences within the Pongu language.

When we asked those we interviewed for the autonyms of their people and language, the
responses (or our perception of them) varied slightly from person to person. The name of the
people (in plural form, as an entity) was given as Ayi, Aya, Ariya, or Ariyu. The name of the
language was given as Taya or Tariya . Blench (1988) gives the people’s name as Ari and the
language name as Tara.

Temple (1922) gives the Pongu people’s autonym as Arringeu. It seems that there are two
related questions to resolve about the people and language names: (1) Are there two syllables or
three?, and (2) If two syllables, what is the word-medial consonant?

Our perception is that both names have two syllables, with a palatalized flap “r” (ry in
English orthography, phonetically [ j]) as the word-medial consonant. This palatalized “r” occurs
fairly frequently in the word list data we elicited (for examples, see appendix B, items 79, 147,
168, 202). With this interpretation, the people name is Arya and the language name is Tarya. Or
we can use the root ri common to both names and speak of the Ri (or R_) people and language.13

                                                
 13as in Blench (1988) and Gerhardt (1989)
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Table 2 - Pongu Clans and Titles

Clan Name Alternate Name Leader’s Title Additional Information
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ca-gere Ca-majere  bugwama/sarki
     ‘chief’

bugwama is the Pongu title; sarki is
the Hausa equivalent

A-wusi A-kwa gumadaku/madaki
     ‘vice-chief’

Ca-su Aca-su magaji -least dispersed clan
-may be largest clan

Ca-undu Aca-undu galadima

A-sebi tukura

A-baba U-bwobw mayaki -live near Yakila

A-zhiga makama

A-waga (no position) -live near Zungeru
-former centre, Wagi,
is near Sabon Gari Pangu

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
When asked to list other people who speak somewhat like them, our interviewees mentioned

Supana, Wayam, Madaka, and Ura. The first three listed are at present considered to be dialects
of Baushi (all three refer to Baushi towns), with further research on their linguistic
interrelationships needed. We were told that Supana is the most similar to Pongu. The Gurmana
language was not mentioned, possibly because our interviewees did not have any relationship
with Gurmana people.14 When asked to list neighbouring groups with languages quite different
from theirs, our interviewees mentioned Kamuku, Basa, and Gwari. Koromba (Basa Gurmana)
and Hungworo (Ngwoi) were not mentioned, possibly because they are perceived as part of the
Basa and the Kamuku respectively.

3.2.2. Word List Analysis and Comparison
The WORDSURV program (Wimbish 1989) was used to compute the percentage of lexical

similarity for each pair of word lists. In this program the various forms given for a particular
gloss are assigned to possible cognate sets by the linguist who enters the word list data. We

                                                
 14Comparison of the Pongu word lists with similar word lists in Baushi, Ura, and Gurmana is needed. We have yet
to collect the word list data for these closely related languages.
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claim only to have possible cognate sets because we did not carry out historical reconstructions
but assigned the words to sets on the basis of surface phonetic similarity.

Known or suspected affixes were not included in the WORDSURV comparison process, but
they are shown in the combined word list (appendix B). Any item known to be a loan word from
Hausa was excluded from comparison. Loan words are marked with an asterisk in the combined
word list. In addition, items were excluded from comparison under WORDSURV for one of
three other reasons. First—the verification process of discussing discrepancies with two groups
led to identifying a number of elicitation errors in our data. Items identified as being the result of
elicitation error are marked with a double asterisk in the combined word list and shown with an
English gloss underneath. Second—in some cases, the same Pongu word was given for two
different prompts (for example, the prompts “woman” and “wife” produced the same Pongu
word). When this happened, one of the two identical items was marked with a double asterisk
and a message pointing out the similarity was shown underneath it. Third—in a few cases, more
than one word was elicited for the same prompt from the same individual. The two items are
entered in the same slot on the combined word list, separated by a slash and marked with a
double asterisk. So loan words, items due to known elicitation error or items not in one-to-one
correspondence with their prompts were excluded from the comparison process.

The matrices shown in figure 4 result from comparing the three Pongu word lists using
WORDSURV. All four matrices result from counting possible cognates shared between pairs of
word lists. The Tally Matrix reports the number of possible cognate forms that were shared
between each pair of word lists. The N (Total) Matrix reports the total number of words
compared between each pair of lists. The Percentage Matrix reports the number of shared
possible cognates as a percentage of the total number of words compared between each pair of
lists (i.e., the tally number divided by the total number). Finally, the Variance Matrix indicates
the range of error for each percentage. This range of error is computed using standard statistical
procedures and is based on the possible cognate percentage, the total number of words
compared, and the reliability rating of each word list (given in table 1). Appendix C explains and
illustrates how to read the matrix entries, and should be consulted by the reader unfamiliar with
the presentation of data in matrix form.

The high percentages of lexical similarity (ranging from ninety-four percent to one hundred
percent when ranges of error are included) bear out the opinion, expressed in the grouping
interviews, that the speech forms of the seven Pongu clans are basically identical. It should be
stressed that the word lists were taken from three different Pongu clans. So the hypothesis that
the dialect groups of Pongu correspond to the clans is called into question both by the group’s
self-perception of linguistic unity and by the word list evidence.
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Figure 4 - Lexical Similarity Among Three Dialects of Pongu.

Tally Matrix Percentage Matrix

Pongu-A Pongu-A
192 Pongu-S 99 Pongu-S
143 138  Pongu-N 96 97 Pongu-N

N (Total) Matrix Variance Matrix

Pongu-A Pongu-A
194 Pongu-S 1.0 Pongu-S
149 142  Pongu-N 2.3 2.0  Pongu-N

3.3 Evaluation of Results
With the exception of the word list data, the results presented here are based on interviews

and observations. While there are problems with such subjective data in the areas of reliability
and validity, we have attempted to minimize the effect of such problems by cross-checking
answers to interview questions and, where possible, by comparing interview answers with
observations and with the results of word list comparison.

We have identified the following four gaps in our results:

1 We did not find out much about language use and attitudes among women and children, and
among young men (particularly those not in leadership).

2 More needs to be determined about how the A-waga fit into the Pongu clan structure,
including verifying whether they actually have no representative on the Pongu council.

3 Collection of a Tuwaga word list is needed, to see how different it really is from the Pongu
word lists already collected.15

4 Collection of one or two more word lists at points on the periphery of the Pongu homeland is
needed to objectively determine whether dialect differences have arisen through
geographic separation of Pongu speakers.

4 SUMMARY OF SURVEY FINDINGS

4.1 Components of the Sociolinguistic Situation
1 The Pongu have a history of not associating with those from other tribes. They began to

associate more readily with outsiders when Europeans came in the early twentieth
century.

                                                
15We did attempt to elicit a Tuwaga word list. A male member of the A-waga clan tried to give us a word list when
we were at Sabon Gari Pangu, but he was surrounded by non-Awaga Pongu men and admitted that he could not
remember his own dialect well enough in that context. His wife is from the Ca-su clan, so he is used to speaking the
“standard” Pongu at home.
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2 Some Pongu children and adults are taking advantage of available primary and adult
education to become literate in Hausa and/or English.

3 Education to secondary school level (or higher) is not very common among the Pongu, but
those who attain education still have a place in the rural Pongu society.

4 The majority of the Pongu are Muslim. However, the traditional Pongu religion is still
practiced, and a small minority of the Pongu are Christian.

5 Pongu leaders are concerned about improving the lot of their people. Felt needs for
development are water supply, roads, education, and health care.

6 The Pongu are centrally organized under one chief and a council of six clan leaders. They
seem highly cohesive as a people group, although they are fairly dispersed
geographically and their villages are intermingled with those of other peoples in some
areas.

7 There is evidence of mother tongue maintenance in all “insider” domains (i.e., the Pongu
language is used at home and in relationships with insiders). Men (especially leaders and
younger men) demonstrated a good working acquaintance with Hausa for use with
outsiders. The language use pattern appears to be a stable diglossia with Pongu as low
language and Hausa as high language.

8 The Pongu people have a strong interest in maintaining their culture and mother tongue.
They also accept the usefulness of Hausa for certain domains of language use.

4.2 Components of the Linguistic Situation
1 There is a commonly held perception among the Pongu that the seven original clans all speak

the same Pongu language, with no noticeable differences in pronunciation. However,
instances have been noted (during word list elicitation) of individuals disagreeing over
lexical choice or pronunciation of a word.

2 There is general recognition that the A-waga clan, though accepted as Pongu, have a form of
speech that is somewhat different from that of the original seven clans.

3 The Pongu autonyms are Arya (for the people) and Tarya (for the language).

4 The language which the Pongu people consider closest to their own is Baushi, particularly
the dialect spoken in Supana.

5 With very high lexical similarity among word lists from three different Pongu clans, the
evidence does not support the hypothesis that clans speak distinct dialects.

4.3 Assessment
Some of the survey findings listed above are more directly relevant to the need for

standardization of the Pongu language than others. In particular, two components of the
sociolinguistic situation point to the need for standardization: the strong interest in language and
culture maintenance (component 8) and the evidence that the mother tongue is being used in
“insider” domains (component 7). Furthermore, three of the sociolinguistic components can be
interpreted as predicting “a widespread community participation in the development and
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implementation of a language program”, according to Watters (1990:1). These three
components, interpreted into Watters’ terms, are:

1 “the homogeneity of the linguistic community” (component 6)

2 “the openness of the community to change and to better living conditions” (component 5, see
also component 1b)

3 “the presence at the local level of a middle-aged leadership” (component 3, see also
component 6a)

Watters further argues for the relevance of these factors to standardization of a language by
contending that “the greater the community participation in the [language] program, the greater
is the potential current and future use of the language in written form”. (1990:1).

An example of a sociolinguistic factor not directly relevant to the need for standardization is
the fact that some Pongu children and adults are attaining literacy in Hausa and English
(component 2). This has more to do with characterizing a language programme than with
demonstrating the need for it.

The survey findings about the linguistic situation are chiefly relevant to the question of
choosing an appropriate dialect to develop into a written form. Components 1 and 5 indicate that
there is unity among the seven original Pongu clans in terms of the spoken language, hence one
written form would be useable by all. Components 2 and 4 indicate areas calling for further
linguistic research, to assess whether Pongu literature would be useful to the A-waga and the
Baushi people. Component 3 is not relevant to the question of standardization except insofar as
it indicates the people’s perception of their linguistic and cultural unity.16

5 CONCLUSIONS
Sociolinguistic factors in the Pongu situation, summarized and assessed in the previous

section, indicate there is a probable need for standardization of the Pongu language. This
research also suggests that there are few dialect differences based on clan distinctions. If further
testing confirms this linguistic unity in the Pongu language, the choice of a location for
beginning linguistic work should be based on criteria other than linguistic ones. Because of the
strongly centralized organizational structure of the Pongu tribe, we recommend that work be
undertaken in the home area of the chief.

                                                
16That is, the Pongu say that the A-waga clan speak Tu-waga and the Ura speak Tu-ura, but they do not speak of Tu-
gere, Tu-sebi, and so on as distinct speech forms.
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APPENDIX A - Interview Schedule on Grouping (Pongu)
Preamble:

Thank you for agreeing to help us today. We are interested in your dialect and ones that
sound like it. Some dialects are very similar to one another. Some sound a little different from
your dialect, while others are very different. Some people might speak faster than you do. Some
might use words you do not know or pronounce words in a different way than you do.

1.1 List other towns/villages that speak your language SIMILARLY to you, with small
differences.

1.2 Can you give us some examples of the small differences?

2.1 List other towns/villages that speak your language EXACTLY like you do, with no
differences.

3.1 List other towns/villages that speak your language DIFFERENTLY than you do, with many
differences.

3.2 Can you give us some examples of the differences?

4.1 a What is the name you use, in the Pongu language, for all people of your tribe? (i.e., for
all
Pongu)

b Is there a Pongu word for one man of your tribe?

c Is there a Pongu word for one woman of your tribe?

d Do you have names for smaller groups of people within the whole group of Pongu
people? (Note: kabila/dangi - Hausa for ‘clan’)
(If yes, list)

e Do you have Pongu words for people of different tribes?
(If yes, list)

5.1 a What is the name you use for your language?

b Do you know any other names Pongu people use for this language?
(If yes, list)

c Are there names for different ways of speaking your language? (i.e., for different
dialects—give example) (If yes, list)

d Do you have Pongu names for the languages that other tribes speak?
(If yes, list)

6.1 List other towns and villages that speak a DIFFERENT LANGUAGE, with some similarity
to your language. (e.g., words, sounds)

6.2 How well do you understand the language used in each of these towns and villages? (go
through the list of 6.1)
(possible answers: (a) very well (b) fairly well (c) poorly (d) not at all)
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7.1 Are you aware of any radio programs in your language? At what times, and in what
dialect(s)?
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APPENDIX C - Meaning of the WORDSURV Matrix Entries
The following explanation applies to figure 4 on page 17 of this report. Figure 4

demonstrates the lexical similarity among three dialects of Pongu by means of matrices. Each
matrix number tells something about the relationship between the word lists named at the top of
its column and at the end of its row. For example, the relationship between the Pongu-S and
Pongu-N word lists is described as follows in the matrices:

1 There are 138 possible cognates shared between Pongu-S and Pongu-N. (see Tally Matrix)

2 A total of 142 words were compared between Pongu-S and Pongu-N. (see N (Total) Matrix)

3 97 percent of the words compared between Pongu-S and Pongu-N are possible cognates (this
is 138 divided by 142 multiplied by 100%). (see Percentage Matrix)

4 The amount of error is +/- 2.0 %. In other words, the true percentage of possible cognates
shared between Pongu-S and Pongu-N is predicted to be somewhere in the range from 95%
to 99%. (see Variance Matrix)
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